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ABSTRACT 

The inverter controlled by a microprocessor is applicable in many industrial applications. 
The two main parameters which are variable are amplitude and frequency. This paper 
describes an efficient and powerful modulation method. This technique permits the formation 
of the output wave easily and efficiently by means of PWM. This proposed inverter control 
scheme allows improvements on the AC drive performance, while using simple dedicated 
hardware. The proposed scheme would be attractive for mottrn applications that require a 
non-standard wave form. This paper presents the mathematical relation between the 
distortion, switching frequency and operating point, and the system parameters. The 
simulation results are obtained and commented upon. 

NOMENCLATURE 

A 	= amplifier gain 
C 	= capacitance of L - C filter 
E 	= harmonic voltage rms value 
I 	= average current 

dc output current 
Idg 	= Ide  component in quadratur: axis 
n 	= higher harmonic degree 
Pout  = output dc power 
R 	= resistance of input filter 
T, 	= switching interval 
u 	= commutation overlap aigle 
V 	= average voltage 

= actual output dc voltge 
Vdc, = average output dc otage 

* National Authority for Tunnels 
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= V., component in quadrature axis 
V, = input dc voltage 
VL  = lower value of dc voltage 
V. = maximum ac voltage 
V. = output ac voltage 

= ultimate value of dc voltage 
W = pulsation frequency 
a 	= firing angle 

= displacement angle 

INTRODUCTION 

Digital inverters are used today in many industrial applications. These applications frequently 
need variable speed, amplitude and frequency.[1] The inverter enabling the formation of 
arbitrarily shaped reference time function of output current or voltage, such as servo motor 
drives, uninterrupted power supply (UPS) and system compensation of reactive and 
deformation power. [2] 

The harmonics and reactive power instantaneous compensators demand a high quality inverter 
scheme that can be considered as a kind of power amplifier.[3] Pulse width modulation 
techniques are presently the most popular and economic methods for electric power 
conversion.[4] Normally the electronic control circuit drives and inverter power drives are 
used for generating pulse width modulated terminal voltage necessary for providing the 
desired wave shape to the lead.[5] 

Regarding the modulator there are different sinusoidal based PWM generation methods such 
as sinusoidal modulation, distortion minimization and harmonic elimination.[6] There are 
many studies which have been published on the study of harmonic cancellation on the basis 
of micro processor technique. [7] All methods of PWM generation have the common 
characteristic that the modulator needs information in advance about wave shape, frequency 
and amplitude to pulse pattem.[8] Generally for recent applications, the flexibility in 
forming sinusoidal or non-sinusoidal waves with high frequency require a complex modulator 
structure.[9] By using a microprocessor approach however it is possible to get an easier 
structure and a faster response.[10] This study gives an evaluation of a recent structure 
of an inverter. The simulation results are obtained at different load conditions.[11] 

PULSE WIDTH MODULATION MODES 

Considering the inverter circuit as shown in Figure 1 the following pairs of devices may be 
conducting T1, T2, T3 and T4 and also DI, D2, D3 and D4 so there are three possible levels 
for the terminal voltage, +E, 0 and -E. 

In bipolar mode the inverter module activates the inverter switches to produce either positive 
or negative voltage at the inverter terminal. The positive voltage is obtained by switching 
the diagonally opposite power devices T1 and T3 simultaneously while the negative is 
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Fig. 1 Block Diagram of PWM Controlled Inverter 

obtained by switching T2 and T4. 

In the case of unipolar mode the modulator switches the inverter terminal between the two 
voltage levels +E and 0 during the positive half and -E and 0 during the negative half. 
There is a very important effect on the wave form shape that is a time constant of the load. 
This means that the output wave shape may not follow the reference wave. In addition the 
switching frequency demand from the inverter is unknown and may exceed the inverter 
switching capacity. Moreover the load and filter parameters affect the controllability of the 
high frequency ripples. 

THE MATHEMATICAL MODELLING [12] 

The voltage and current equations in direct axis, quadrature axis are: 

Vd4=11d+lifq  

14=Id tgq  

The desired current reference that: 
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- results from input\output balance 
produce unity input power factor 

- results in input sinusoidal currents 

idreit)-  2 	V d(t)   P aa(t) 
3  K2i(t) + Vq2(t) 

2 	V 41(0 	p cut  
a„.t(t)-  

3  K2 
 

/(t) + V2(t) 

where: 

	

P aa= V dcl dc + K 1(17  eicref — Vde) + Kfrde„1—  V 	de ) dt 	 (5) 

This represents the power output requirement at input (t) and is computed as the combination 
of load feed forward and P-1 controller of dc bus voltage error. 

The delay period is to be passed before the control action is applied. This could cause the 
regulator to become oscillatory. This action may be done at low frequency switching. So the 
integral term corrects this problem. The relation between instant voltage and control voltage 
in rectifier side is as follows: 

	

Vq/d r ef(t) = Vqd(t) - 1-(1
d
ref 

 +2T) —/
qP 

+ T 
	

(6) 

where: 

I al  d(t + t) =I Jr) + [V qa(t) - V ad(t -Ts)] -ETs 	 (7) 

Equation (7) is calculated from instantaneous input voltage and control voltage V.0 supposing 
that Va  is constant. 

Also the dc output voltage from ac input voltage is: 

(3)  

(4)  
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V de = V deo+ Ef2:Esin(e +a) 

and 
deo  

E 	V 
1.7  
u 

4(n2-1) 

u=2cos2a +(rt 2  1)Sill2  +(n 2  1)sin2(a +u)+cosnu[2cosacos(a +u)+2n2sinasini 
(5)  

Equations (8) and (9) represent the output de voltage and harmonic voltage. 

On the other hand the equations of the do-ac side will be: 

T2  + Vu 
T 2 

V  _ VL + Vu 
° -7 	2 

(8) 

(9)  

(12) 
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Fig. 2 Full Wave 3-phase Inverter 
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V0=AVi 
	 (13) 

where: 

D  Vu -V 

Vo  
.1 

D 	V. 
A 2  =Ale--  

Vo  Vo  

T= RC  Vu 2  —  VL2  
2 	vo2  

A  Vu+VL 
2V, 

The equation (13) represents the relation between input dc voltages and output ac voltage. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATION 

As shown in Figure 2 the voltage reversal in both sides dc or ac can be made. This gives 
the circuit the capability of two quadrant operation. The four quadrant operation can be 
achieved by providing current reversible paths to the circuit. Generally, the upper limit of 
input voltage Vu is larger than the sou -

ce voltage. But the lower limit of input voltage is 
kept as small as possible to maximise the energy transfer by minimising the energy returned 
from the output filter. The PWM pattern is determined at every sampling instant by the 
microprocessor, based on the output measurements and the references. A low harmonic 
distortion sinusoidal output is obtained by using a feedback control technique. The control 
rule is very simple and requires two measurements and two multiplications at the start of each 
sampling interval. This scheme provides very good voltage regulation and very fast response 
for load disturbances and non--linear load. Also to increase the flexibility in forming the 
sinusoidal wave a digital method for generating the PWM pattern must be used. 

(14)  

(15)  

(16)  

(17)  



SIMULATION RESULTS 

A computer model program was prepared to study the complete behaviour of the converter. 
This programme is convenient for small and large signal transients. During the start-out there 
i. a maximum limit in the increasing of voltage gain, achievable for each cycle. The results 
obtained are shown in Figures (3), (4) and (5). 

The electrical data is: 

* ac side 1 	- number of phases 
- input voltage 
- input frequency 
- Type of rectifier 

=3 
= 380 V 
=50 Hz 
= 12 - pulse mode 

* dc side - rated voltage 
- average voltage value 
- rated current 

= (500 - 900V) 
= 750V 
= 4000A 

* ac side 2 - number of induction motors/car = 4 motors 
- rated voltage 	 = 550V 
- rated power 	 = 115Kw 
- rated current 	 = (129 - 156)A/inverter up to + 17% 
- frequency 	 = up 70Hz 
- slip frequency 	 = 1.7 

CONCLUSION 

The proposed scheme for a digital inverter is presented and discussed in this paper. The 
derivation of equations is obtained. The simulation results are introduced and commented 
upon. The model is convenient for many industrial applications. 

This paper has verified an effective means of controlling the inverter power circuit to produce 
output that follows any arbitrary reference wave to eliminate the dependency of the controlled 
state on load disturbances. 
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Fig. 3 The voltage and current waveforms under the "Asynchronous Pulsation Mode". 
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Fig. 4 The voltage and current waveforms under the "3 Pulse Modulation Mode". 
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Fig. 5 The voltage and current waveforms under the "1 Pulse Modulation Mode". 
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